
Which of the following is an odd prime number?1)

a)     17 b)     21 c)     15 d)     27

Which of the following number has more than two factors?2)

a)     53 b)     67 c)     29 d)     33

Which of the following is not a composite number?3)

a)     30 b)     41 c)     57 d)     81

Which of the following is a prime number?4)

a)     75 b)     63 c)     79 d)     77

Which of the following is a composite number?5)

a)     31 b)     89 c)     43 d)     25

Which of the following number has only two factors?6)

a)     73 b)     32 c)     91 d)     14

Which of the following is not a prime number?7)

a)     29 b)     53 c)     39 d)     71

Which of the following is an odd composite number?8)

a)     83 b)     95 c)     67 d)     37
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Answer Key

Which of the following is an odd prime number?1)

a)     17 b)     21 c)     15 d)     27

Which of the following number has more than two factors?2)

a)     53 b)     67 c)     29 d)     33

Which of the following is not a composite number?3)

a)     30 b)     41 c)     57 d)     81

Which of the following is a prime number?4)

a)     75 b)     63 c)     79 d)     77

Which of the following is a composite number?5)

a)     31 b)     89 c)     43 d)     25

Which of the following number has only two factors?6)

a)     73 b)     32 c)     91 d)     14

Which of the following is not a prime number?7)

a)     29 b)     53 c)     39 d)     71

Which of the following is an odd composite number?8)

a)     83 b)     95 c)     67 d)     37
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